Introduction

Why Binance Smart Chain?

Meet Vegasino, the latest and most ambitious casino on the Binance Smart
Chain. With thousands of demonstrably fair games available to play, the platform accepts a variety of crypto currencies and tokens from multiple chains.
If you have the itch to play, we have the means to get you up and running in a
matter of seconds. The future is certainly bright with Vegasino, with a planned
expansion to the metaverse being just one of the many developments planned
for the project’s roadmap.

Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is
best described as a blockchain
that runs in parallel to the Binance
Chain. Unlike Binance Chain, BSC
boasts smart contract functionality
and compatibility with the Ethereum
Virtual Machine (EVM). The design
goal here was to leave the high
throughput of the Binance Chain
intact while introducing smart contracts into its ecosystem.

Vegasino comes from the all-star team who brought you Nevada Casino. With
multiple successful projects in their pockets, the Vegasino team has the experience, tools and links necessary to get the project trending on platforms that
matter in the crypto space: Dextools, CoinMarketCap and Poocoin, among
others.

BSC is an independent blockchain
that could run even if Binance Chain
went offline. That said, both chains
bear a strong resemblance from a
design standpoint.
Because BSC is EVM-compatible,
it launched with support for the rich
universe of Ethereum tools and
dApps. In theory, this makes it easy
for developers to port their projects
over from Ethereum.

Community

Mission Statement
The crypto-gambling sector is still
in its infancy. With the launch of
our first casino, we identified several aspects that could be improved
upon to facilitate seamless interactions with the blockchain. Our players also had multiple suggestions
for us.

At launch, several currencies will
be available to play with at the casino. Going forward, we will regularly add popular crypto currencies
to our platform to facilitate the onboarding of new players and make
the entire process more convenient
for them.

As we move forward with Vegasino,
we aim to incorporate this feedback
and what we learnt into the new
platform. This includes the ability
to use multiple cryptocurrencies to
play.

At Vegasino, expect all the top cryptocurrencies to come together to
make our casino the most played,
most loved, and most talked about
on multiple chains.

One of the benefits of launching Vegasino on BSC is the retention of our strong
community. New investors can feel secure knowing this loved, tried and tested
project has a huge community following. The team anticipates the relaunch will
empower both our original and new investors, and Vegasino will soar to heights
never thought of before. The team recognizes the overwhelming support of the
original investors and strongly believes that this project with its steel-like foundation has nowhere else to go but up.

Casino

20% Buyback Casino Profit

Our casino is provided by Owl.games. The OWL team only works with prestigious gaming providers such as Evolution, MicroGaming and Pragmatic Play
etc. This guarantees the fairness of the games provided. The reports can be
found on our provider’s website. The casino boasts thousands of games including favorites such as Table Games, Poker, and Slots to mention a few. The
casino also offers sports betting.

Every month, Vegasino reserves 20% of the casino profits for buyback of its
native token. This ensures a constantly rising floor for the $VGS token and gives
holders the assurance that Vegasino is a long-term project and a sound investment opportunity.

The casino can be accessed on both mobile and desktop. To better protect the
players the casino also offers a self-exclusion option, whereby a player can set
limits on their expenditures.
Being on the blockchain, the players can expect deposits to be processed at
super-fast speeds. The withdrawals process is just as fast: you will not be waiting for days to see your profits in your wallet.
Owl.games are owned and operated by the company Cyber Galaxy B.V. and it
has a registered address at Franschebloemweg 4, Willemstad, Curacao. The
License Number is 8048/JAZ. It is issued to Antillephone, and it is regulated by
the Government of Curacao.

Lambo or Rekt
Introducing our degen quick fix, Lambo or Rekt. Gamblers can simply connect to our dApp and go for double or nothing. The premise is simple: heads
or tails. You have a 50% chance of winning… or losing! Lambo or Rekt is
available on the BSC and FTM networks at start and we anticipate adding
more networks in the future.

Staking
Vegasino is one of the few projects on the Binance Smart Chain to offer an NFT
utility. Aside from owning a cool piece of gambling history, NFT owners can
expect to earn a generous 100% APR of the token for staking their NFT. Token
holders can also stake their tokens to get 33% APY. The NFTs will be available
on the Binance Smart Chain in the standard ERC721 format. They can be purchased on our project website at vegasino.io

In-depth features
of the casino
Internet and the blockchain technology are convincing more and more consumers to go online for gaming and entertainment. The Vegasino business model
aims to take advantage of this growing sector by focusing on a broad gaming
service and a variety of use cases for its native token.

Decentralization
One big issue with today’s modern casino gaming platforms is that do not offer
privacy to their users, which goes against principles of decentralization. For
example, a traditional casino in Nevada requires information such as email
and password registration, which needlessly exposes users’ personal information to service providers. Moreover, it also puts their personal information
at risk in case there are any data breeches.
But what if a user could access a casino using only their decentralized wallet,
with no need for a FIAT connection or registration?
Our brand-new Vegasino offers users all the safety of an officially licensed casino without the hassle or worries of KYC/identification. Users of the Vegasino
Casino platform are free to enjoy PVP Poker, Slots, and even Sportsbook
Betting all from the comfort and safety of their own homes with no extra steps
needed for verification.

Instantaneous,
without hassle
Nobody can deny that the most thrilling aspect of online casino gambling is the
cashouts. However, depending on the type of withdrawals that a given online
casino offers, the withdrawal process can vary considerably. To comply with
national laws, most casinos now need to manually review withdrawal requests.
This can take days to process.
Vegasino offers instantaneous and automatic withdrawals and deposits to give
you an experience that is closer to the real casino experience than other online casinos. You will face no delays in withdrawing your winnings: take what is
yours right on the spot like a real live casino! This also applies for Sports Bets
cashouts Whereas other Sportsbook Apps/Websites have a 3–7-day delay
for cashouts, you can ride that hot winning streak with no interruptions on the
Vegasino Platform.

Adaptation of multiple
crypto networks
Vegasino’s new multi-chain capabilities allows us to integrate other crypto
currencies and tokens. This makes it easier and more convenient for players
to start playing faster. This key new feature brings more revenue streams and
generates greater visibility for the Vegasino platform.
The platform also allows other projects to add additional utility to their tokens.
They may approach Vegasino for partnership, which essentially lets them
have their own casino on the blockchain. They may secure these partnerships
with a lumpsum payment or by sharing a cut of the profits that they earn from
using the Vegasino platform.
Vegasino also plans to approach larger, more well-known and established
projects to get them to list their token on our casino. This, in turn, will boost the
revenue Vegasino pulls as well as the number of eyes on the platform.

Underage Gambling/
Gambling Addiction
Vegasino takes gambling safety and responsibility very seriously. We have
partnered with BeGambleAware.org to eliminate underage gambling and
gambling from our platform. This partnership will provide us with the expertise
on how to tackle addiction and underage gambling on the Vegasino platform,
and help us reduce unsafe gambling practices. This will help create the ultimate online casino platform powered by the blockchain technology. For more
information on our mission, please visit https://www.begambleaware.org/

Tokenomics

Security
The Vegasino smart contract will undergo various security audits to ensure
that it is safe and secure. The first audit will be with InterFi, to be completed
before launch. A CertiK audit for the new contract will also follow later.
The project will be listed on both CoinMarketCap and CoinGecko. The old
contract (powering Nevada) was heavily audited, including by CertiK, and
has been featured in many popular online publications. We are confident
that the new contract will be just as robust and provide a solid foundation for
the Vegasino platform.

Roadmap

Team

Closing Remarks

Our team of crypto connoisseurs hails from all over the globe:

After the massive success of their first casino project, the team has decided to
move forward with their strengthened insights paired with the community feedback to create the best blockchain casino. The future looks even brighter with
Vegasino joining the metaverse, amid other planned developments.

Unwise Trader has
been a degen himself
since he started his
crypto journey in 2020.
He is responsible for
managing the staff and
quality

Kajrak is a technology
enthusiast with extensive cybersecurity experience. He manages
all the data security and
information system

Starkess is a professional marketer with
more than 4 years of
experience in his field.
He has assisted with
and started many crypto projects
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